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Kaka gave me twenty 
naira. 
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“Go to the market. Buy 
salt for cooking,” Kaka 
said. “Do not stop to 
play.”
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I put the money in my 
pocket. 
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On the way to the 
market, children were 
playing football. 
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Ali called, “Stop to 
play!” Rabiu called, 
“Stop to play football.”  
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I stopped to play. 
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When I got to the 
market I looked in my 
pocket. 
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Kaka’s money was gone! 
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Slowly, I went home. 
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“Where is the salt?” 
Kaka asked. 
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“I stopped to play,” I 
said. “I dropped the 
money.” 
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Kaka frowned. 
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“Have you learned a 
lesson?” Kaka said. 
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“Yes, Kaka,” I said. 
“Tomorrow, I will not 
stop to play on the way 
to the market.” 
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“You are a good boy,” 
she said. 
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“Let’s go find your 
friends,” said Kaka.
Kaka smiled, while I 
played with my friends.
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List of Vocabulary

boy 
fast
football
gone
Kaka 
market
naira
playing
pocket
twenty
shirt

slow 
slowly
quickly






